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Tournament Setup 
 
USA Wrestling Tournament Staff normally imports a lot of the items needed for the tournaments using 
the previous year’s tournament settings and sets up the preregistration. But if not already done below 
is how you would do it. 
 
Importing Tournament Info 
NOTE 1: You can use the 'IMPORTING' feature to speed up tournament setup. 
NOTE 2: This allows you to import settings from last year, or any other tournament that you 
want to use the settings from as long as they both used the same format (predefined, open, dual, 
etc.) 
Click IMPORT SETTINGS in the SETUP menu. 
Select the tournament you would like to import the settings from, using the GET Button 
Place a check next to the things you would like to import from that event.  
Recommend that you do not import Number and Mat Schemes because the imported ones do not 
always work. 
Place a check next to the red text indicating you have read through the dangers of this operation. 
Click on the [Import] button 
 

 
 
Trackwrestling Video Link for this operation - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZIHen77Z2U 
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Items that should be checked after importing are as follows ahead of arriving at the 
tournament: 
 
1) Groups and Weight Classes 
2) Bracket Types 
3) Rounds 
4) Settings Page 
5) Users 
6) Mats  
7) Time Periods 
8) Minimum Rest Time 
9) Deadlines 
10) Number Schemes 
11) Mat Assignment Display 
 
The following pages will explain how change or add any of the items. 
 
Groups and Weight Classes 
To see the Groups/Divisions - Click GROUPS/DIVISIONS in one of the top menus. 
 

 
 
To Add a Group, click on the [Add Group] button and fill out the form that pops up and click on the 
[Add] button. Set DOB ranges for each group to limit who can register for each group. 
 
To Add Weight Classes - Click on the group you would like to add the weight 
classes to and click on the [Add Weight Class] button. Fill out the form that pops up 
and click the [Add] button. 
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You can the Change Weight Class Name by going into the weight class and clicking [Change 
Weight Class Name] button 
 
Weight Class Max Weight - Can be changed by clicking on the max weight and then 
type the new weight in the box that comes up and click save 
 
Bracket Types 
To look at the Bracket Types - Click BRACKET TYPES in your LEFT, SETUP or 
BRACKETING menu. You will see two sections on this page. The bracket types added to your event 
are listed at the top, and the available bracket types are listed at the bottom 
 
To add a bracket type, click on the + sign next to the bracket types you want to add.  
 
To remove a bracket from the top, click X next to the bracket type added to your event and type [yes] 
in the box that pops up. 
 
To view a sample of what each bracket looks like click the 'View Sample' link.  
 
NOTE: Whenever you add a bracket type, you will need to double check the rounds to make sure that 
bracket type is included in the rounds where it needs to be.  
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Settings Page 
Settings Page - Click SETTINGS in the LEFT or SETUP menu. Go through all the settings on this 
page and ensure they are set properly for your event including tournament info, governing body, team 
scoring, tie breaking, separate teams, use mats, electronic bouts and mat assignment depth, pairing 
report, video streaming, etc.  
 
NOTE: If you change settings, you will have to refresh the page at the top for them to show up in the 
left menu. 
 
Users 
To add Users - Go to Left Menu or Setup and select Users and select which type of user you want to 
add, administrators, workers and statisticians. Then click the [Add] button, fill out the pop-up box with 
information needed and click [Add] to create additional users 
 
Administrators have access to all setup features and all tournament functions. 
Workers are limited to tournament functions. 
Statisticians are assigned to a certain team and allows them to edit their team. 
 
Mats 
You will need to add mats to your tournament by going to Left Menu or Setup and select Mats. Once 
on the Mats page you can click [Add Mat] button and then type in the name of mat and click [Add]. 
Always type the word Mat before the number so it looks correct on Brackets and Mat Assignment 
Display. 
 
Remember if you have different weight classes going in 2 different sessions and you are assigning 
weight classes to a mat for a session then you need to make up 2 sets of numbered mats like S1 Mat 
1 and S2 Mat1 or Mat 1 AM, Mat 1 PM, etc. 
 
Rounds 
Click ROUNDS in the LEFT or SETUP menu. 
 
If you only have one type of bracket for your tournament Trackwrestling will setup the rounds correctly 
automatically. 
 
You can manually change the order that rounds are wrestled in your event by moving the rounds 
using the Move links on the right side of the screen and then click the [Save Round Order] button. 
 
When doing a tournament using multiple types of brackets, it is preferred to group the rounds 
together so they will go in weight order so it is easier for wrestlers to follow along otherwise it would 
be wrestled in bracket type order. By default, each round for a bracket type is separated out into its 
own round in your event so to combine bracket types into the same round for your event, you can 
place a check next to the rounds you want to combine, click the [Combine Selected Rounds] button. 
To see examples of this please see the back of these instructions for examples 
 
You can also combine rounds and make changes by clicking on a round and a box will come up that 
you can put the match ids for each bracket you want to wrestle in that round. 
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You can also separate out any Championship side rounds from the consolation side matches so it is 
easier to assign the matches to certain mats such as the Semi Finals. To do this you would need to 
look at the bracket sample on your Bracket Types page for the brackets you are using and pick the 
match IDs for those matches and then add a round with just those matches in it 
 
At USAW Regional and National Tournaments you can set the rounds up so they can match up to 
USAW Flow Chart. 
 
Typical rounds page for a USA Wrestling tournament with the Semi Finals broke out from the 
consolation matches to run them on separate mats. Also, the different place matches are separated. 
 

   Rounds  

 Round 1 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Champ. Round 1) Match Ids 1-32 [1 per sheet] ↓  

 Round 2 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Champ. Round 1) Match Ids 1-16 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
5 Man Round Robin: (Round 1) Match Ids 1,2 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Champ. Round 2, Cons. Round 1) Match Ids 33-64 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 Round 3 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Round 2) Match Ids 66,67,69,70,72,73,75,76,78,79,81,82,84,85,87,88 
[1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 Round 4 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Champ. Round 1) Match Ids 1-8 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
2 Man Best of 3: (Round 1) Match Ids 1 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Champ. Round 2, Cons. Round 1) Match Ids 17-32 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
4 Man Round Robin: (Round 1) Match Ids 1,2 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
5 Man Round Robin: (Round 2) Match Ids 3,4 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Champ. Round 3, Cons. Round 3) Match Ids 65,68,71,74,77,80,83,86,89-96 
[1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 Round 5 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Round 2) Match Ids 34,35,37,38,40,41,43,44 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Round 4) Match Ids 98,99,101,102,104,105,107,108 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  
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Round 6 QF 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Quarterfinal, Cons. Round 1) Match Ids 9-16 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
2 Man Best of 3: (Round 2) Match Ids 2 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Quarterfinal, Cons. Round 3) Match Ids 33,36,39,42,45-48 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
4 Man Round Robin: (Round 2) Match Ids 3,4 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
5 Man Round Robin: (Round 3) Match Ids 5,6 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Quarterfinal, Cons. Round 5) Match Ids 97,100,103,106,109-112 [1 per sheet]  
8 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Quarterfinal) Match Ids 1-4 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 Round 7 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Cons. Round 2) Match Ids 18,19,21,22 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Round 4) Match Ids 49-52 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Round 6) Match Ids 114,115,117,118 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 

Round 8 SF only 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Semifinal) Match Ids 17,20 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
2 Man Best of 3: (Round 3) Match Ids 3 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Semifinal) Match Ids 53,54 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
4 Man Round Robin: (Round 3) Match Ids 5,6 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
5 Man Round Robin: (Round 4) Match Ids 7,8 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Semifinal) Match Ids 113,116 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
8 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Semifinal) Match Ids 5,7 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

Round 8.1 Consolations with SF 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Cons. Round 3) Match Ids 23,24 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Round 5) Match Ids 55,56 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Round 7) Match Ids 119,120 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
8 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Cons. Round 1) Match Ids 6,8 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 Round 9 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Cons. Semi) Match Ids 25,26 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Semi) Match Ids 57,58 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (Cons. Semi) Match Ids 121,122 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
8 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (Cons. Semi) Match Ids 9,10 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 1st Place 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (1st Place Match) Match Ids 29 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (1st Place Match) Match Ids 59 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
5 Man Round Robin: (Round 5) Match Ids 9 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (1st Place Match) Match Ids 123 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
8 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (1st Place Match) Match Ids 11 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓  

 3rd Place 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (3rd Place Match) Match Ids 28 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (3rd Place Match) Match Ids 60 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
5 Man Round Robin: (Round 5) Match Ids 10 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (3rd Place Match) Match Ids 124 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 
8 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (3rd Place Match) Match Ids 12 [1 per sheet] ↑ ↓ 

↓ 

 5th Place 
16 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (5th Place Match) Match Ids 27 [1 per sheet] ↑  
32 Man WB-2nd Place 6 (USA): (5th Place Match) Match Ids 61 [1 per sheet] ↑  
64 Man WB-3rd Place 6 (USA): (5th Place Match) Match Ids 125 [1 per sheet] ↑  
8 Man WB-3rd Place 6: (5th Place Match) Match Ids 13 [1 per sheet] ↑  
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Time Periods 
To set Period Lengths go to Bracket Types and find the particular bracket type you want to set period 
times for. Please click the Settings icon, blue gear.  
 
There are 2 ways to set the period times. 
First select [Period Lengths] If the period times are the same for all types of matches in a division. 
Please pick the division you want to set the periods for. You can then add your time periods to all of 
the bracket types for that division by clicking [Set Period Times By Division] and fill out the pop up 
boxes as they come or you can fill out the time periods in each individual bracket type. 
 
Secondly if you have different period times for different types of matches like a consolation round you 
need to go to fill in the time periods separately and do all of the Divisions and click save per division. 
You will also have to do each Bracket Type separately. 
 
Make sure to use seconds separated by a comma, i.e. 120,120,120 or 60,120,120, etc. 
 

. 
 
Minimum Rest Time Between Matches 
To set the minimum rest time between matches please go to Print Documents and then click Bout 
Sheets, Minimum Rest Time is listed on the bottom of the page. To change it please click [Advance 
Settings] change the Minimum Break Time to whatever you want it set to and then click [Save Above 
Settings]. 
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Deadlines 
Click DEADLINES in your LEFT or SETUP menu. There are instructions on the DEADLINES page 
that will help you determine how to set the deadlines. Once you set the deadlines, click on the [Save 
Date/Times] button. When pairing the tournament change the “Release information to the public” time 
so the public cannot see what is being done. Then change the time back so the public can see the 
info when completed. 
 

 
Number Schemes 
First you need to make a decision if you are assigning weight classes to a mat for the day or if you 
are doing first available mat and assigning matches to mats by some kind of mat assignment display. 
 
First if you are assigning weights to a mat for the day you just need to go the Setup or Operations 
Menu and pick Number Schemes and then click [Add Mat Schemes]. It will add a scheme for each 
mat you have in the tournament. If you have different weight classes going in 2 different sessions, 
then you need to make up 2 sets of numbered mats like S1 Mat 1 and S2 Mat 1 etc. 
 
If you are assigning matches to first available mat, you need to make a separate number scheme up 
for each division and start them with different bout numbers. Make sure you spread the bout numbers 
enough so they do not overlap. Example Junior starts with 1001, 16U - 2001, 14U - 3001 etc 
You can also do a hybrid of the two ways 
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Mat Assignment Display 

The Mat Assignment Display shows all of the matches assigned to a mat. Each match is color coded: 

 Green: Currently on the mat. 
 Yellow: On deck. 
 White: Assigned but not on deck. 

Once results are entered for a match, it will be automatically removed from the display.

To set up the Mat Assignment Display: 

1. Log in to the tournament on the computer connected to your projector or monitor. 
2. Click Operating > Mat Assignment Display. 
3. Select the information that you would like to display. 
4. Click Save Settings. 
5. Click View Display to see the display. 

Settings Explained:  

General 

 Presets- You can create custom presets or choose to use the default Tournament preset. 
Presets are great for events utilizing different display formats such as one for an announcer, 
one for back of house, a separate display for projector screens, etc. To create a custom layout, 
click the plus (add) icon to the right of the presets dropdown. Be sure to click Save at the 
bottom of the screen to save your new preset.  

 Layouts- Use column layout is the default setting. This will provide all your data in columns 
(name, weight, mat, etc.) You can create customized HTML format layouts by using the plus 
(add) and pencil (edit) icons to the right of the layout dropdown. Be sure to click Save at the 
bottom of the screen to save your new layout 

 Column Count- how many columns would you like to display. If you are using the standard 
column layout you should select '1'. 

 Sort By- Use this drop down to choose in what order you would like your information displayed: 
by mat number, bout number or on deck status.  

 Mat Limit- How many matches per mat would you like displayed on your mat assignment 
display? 
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Mat Assignment Display Continued 

Column Layout 

You can use the ‘Defaults’ button at the top to load standard mat assignment display settings. You 
can also clear the current selections with the ‘Clear’ button. Select the information that you would like 
to display and the number of characters of that information that should display for each row.  Adjust 
the 'Upcoming status opacity' slider to control the bout info (bout no., weight, mat, etc) highlighting 
transparency.  Change the 'Color wrestler names' toggle to turn the red/green text off.  You can 
rearrange the information by grabbing (clicking) to the left of the ‘characters’ box and drag and drop it 
to the new location/order you wish. If you choose not to use the default settings and you do wish to 
show the green/yellow/white for each match, be sure to choose ‘Upcoming Status’ as a column. Don’t 
forget to click Save at the bottom once you are done customizing your column layout. 
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Mat Assignment Display Continued 

Recent Results 

You can turn on display recent results by clicking the grey switch on the right hand side of the box. 
Once it is blue, you will know it is activated. You can choose how many recent results you wish to 
scroll at a time, whether you want it to scroll at the top or bottom of the screen, how quickly you wish 
for it to scroll, how large you would like the text and how often you wish for it to update. Be sure you 
add a margin (in pixels) when adding the result results scroll to the top or bottom of the page.  Don’t 
forget to click Save at the bottom once you are done customizing your recent results scroll. 

*A smooth scroll would be something like 1 pixel every .05 seconds and A block scroll would be 
something like 500 pixels every 10 secondsTeam Scores 

You can turn on display team scores by clicking the grey switch on the right-hand side of the box. 
Once it is blue, you will know it is activated. You can choose how many team scores you wish to 
scroll at a time, whether you want it to scroll at the top or bottom of the screen, how quickly you wish 
for it to scroll, how large you would like the text and how often you wish for it to update. Be sure you 
add a margin (in pixels) when adding the team scores scroll to the top or bottom of the page.  Don’t 
forget to click Save at the bottom once you are done customizing your team scores scroll. 

*A smooth scroll would be something like 1 pixel every .05 seconds and A block scroll would be 
something like 500 pixels every 10 seconds* 

Announcements  

You can turn on display announcements by clicking the grey switch on the right hand side of the box. 
Once it is blue, you will know it is activated. You can choose how many announcements you wish to 
scroll at a time, whether you want it to scroll at the top or bottom of the screen, how quickly you wish 
for it to scroll, how large you would like the text and how often you wish for it to update. Be sure you 
add a margin (in pixels) when adding the announcements scroll to the top or bottom of the 
page.  Don’t forget to click Save at the bottom once you are done customizing your announcements 
scroll. 

*A smooth scroll would be something like 1 pixel every .05 seconds and A block scroll would be 
something like 500 pixels every 10 seconds* 
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Mat Assignment Display Continued 

Advanced Settings 

The advanced settings section will allow you to filter your display by mat and/or weight class, 
customize the scroll and refresh rate, change the font size and add a margin to the top and/or bottom 
of the display (great for when you are adding announcements, team scores and/or recent 
results). You should always ensure the Test Display switch is set to off (grey) when running your 
event/using the live display. We would also recommend leaving Include Queue Stats off unless you 
are familiar with that setting. Dark mode will change the background of the display to black when 
activated. This is great for Jumbotrons and other larger LED displays as it tends to be easier on the 
equipment. As always, don’t forget to click Save at the bottom once you are done customizing your 
advanced settings. 

*A smooth scroll would be something like 1 pixel every .05 seconds and A block scroll would be 
something like 500 pixels every 10 seconds* 

 

 
 
Finished Mat Assignment Display 
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Importing Wrestlers 
 
Note: At USA Wrestling Tournaments USAW now uses their own pre-registration system so the 
USAW staff will import the wrestlers or tell you how to do it. 
 
Importing Wrestlers from the Trackwrestling Pre-registration 
1. Go to Importing from Left Menu or Registration and click Import Wrestlers and chose from Pre-
registration. 
2. Each column represents a mapping of a pre-registration field to a tournament field. The left drop 
down box is the field from the pre-registration system, and the right drop down box is the field from 
the tournament. 
3. For any additional fields you added to the pre-registration, make sure that field is being mapped 
into the tournament field you want to map it into. 
4. Select whether you want to insert or update. 
5. Select the age groups you would like to import. 
6. Select if you want to import only paid entries, only non-paid entries, or both. 
7. Click [Save Settings] to save any changes you have made to this page. 
8. Click on the [Import] button. 
*NOTE* - The 'Insert' option will add new wrestlers to your tournament when you import. 
The 'Update' option will update any changes made to existing pre registrations for the wrestlers 
who have previously imported and will not add any new wrestlers. 
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Making a Weigh-in Sheet 
Go to Left Menu and click PRINT DOCUMENTS>Weigh-In Sheets or click 
Registration>Printing>Weigh-In Sheets. 
Select what you would like to have shown in each of the columns of the weigh-in sheet. 
Select how you would like the weigh-in sheet sorted. 
Indicate where you want the page breaks (if you want them at all). 
Click the [Save Settings] button to save your changes if you wish. 
Click on the [View Weigh-in Sheet] button. 
**NOTE***You can copy and paste the data from the weigh in sheet to an Excel document if you 
would like to sort, edit or clean up that data in some other way.*** 

 
. 
Making Weigh-in Cards 
Click on PRINT DOCUMENTS=>WEIGH-IN CARDS in the LEFT 
Adjust which cards to print and how you want them sorted and then click [Save Above Settings]. You 
can also adjust the size and spacing on this page, but the default settings are typically sufficient. 
Click [Print Cards] and then do a 'Print Preview'. 
Make sure you are set to 'Landscape', check print layout and then print 
Note - The easiest way to print cards is to take 8-½” x 11” cut it into thirds. If you hold the sheet in 
landscape position and then cut it vertically in third. This matches envelope size so you can print one 
card per page. When you go to print change paper size to Envelope or Com-10 size and they will 
print one to a card and as long as you sort by alphabetical order they will print that way and there no 
reason to sort them. 

 
Items can be added to weigh-in cards by using the HTML on the bottom of the page 
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Weigh-ins 
For wrestlers that registered On-site 
Click ONSITE REGISTRATION in the REGISTRATION menu. 
Fill out the form and click the [Register Participant] button. 
 
Wrestlers that were Pre-registered for this tournament 
Click WEIGH-INS in the REGISTRATION menu. 
Enter part of the wrestler name or ID and click [GO] 
Complete the form and click the [Save Participant] button. 
 
Note - The fastest way to bring up a wrestler is to use the 'Wrestler Id' that is printed on the weigh-in 
card after the wrestler’s name. 
 
You can also find a wrestler by going to the Participants Page and clicking the search button and 
typing in the start of their last name 
 
Delete No Shows 
There are numerous ways to delete no shows. 
 
First you can bring up the wrestler that did not weigh-in just as you did if he weighed in and 
and just [Delete Participant] 
 
Secondly you can go to Participants and double click on Weight along the top of the list of wrestlers, 
which will bring up all the wrestlers that do not have a weight. They will be in alphabetical order and 
as long as your cards are in order you can just click the box next to their name and then click [Delete 
Selected Participants]. This way you can do up to 30 at a time. If you have multiple groups of weigh-in 
cards or sheets you can then sort by double clicking the group button at the top of the page. 
 
Thirdly you can automatically delete all the wrestlers that do not have a weight in the system for them 
by clicking [Delete No Shows] on the Participants page. USAW does not recommend you do this 
since any wrestler that does not have a weight will be deleted and might have to be added back once 
the double check catches the mistake. This can also cause problems at events where there are 
different weigh-in times for different age groups and you accidentally erase all of the participants who 
haven’t weighed in. 
 
Duplicating a Wrestler 
You can duplicate a wrestler by going to their profile page and clicking [Duplicate Wrestler] on the 
bottom. 
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Double Checking Weight Classes/Participants 
There are two ways to double check that all the wrestlers are in the tournament. Either way you 
double check you need to sort the weigh-in cards in piles by age division and weight class. 
 
The first way to double check is you print a weigh-in sheet for each weight class and then double 
check it against the weigh-in cards in that weight class pile to make sure everyone is there and no 
one got missed or put in the wrong weight class. 
 
The second way to do it is by counting the cards in the piles and make sure the number is the same 
as the number of wrestlers for that weight group in Trackwrestling. 
 
Double check that all participants have an actual weight and weight class by going the Participants 
Page and double clicking on the header of the Weight Class and Actual Weight columns. 
 
Correct any mistakes. 
 
Note: Double check for brothers in weight classes and confirm they are separated. 
 
Seeding 
Seeds can be entered manually for each weight class. Go to the Weight Class and under seed pick 
the seed for the wrestler from the dropdown box. After completed for the weight class click [Save 
Seeds]. Always double check them at this time they will be at the bottom of the list of wrestlers. 
 
You can also seed automatically by going to the seeding page and choosing one of the ways. 

 
If you use Trackwrestling ranking you would need to know what TW ranking number to use by going 
to a weigh-in list with TW Ranking as one of the columns and find the ranking that works the best. 
 
You can also seed a tournament using separation criteria values. 
 
See examples in the back of these instructions. 
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Separation  
Separation Criteria can be used to separate wrestlers. 
 
In simple local tournaments wrestlers can be separated by Beginner, Average, Good or 
Excellent so wrestlers will wrestle like opponents. 
 
Wrestlers can also be separated with levels of criteria with qualifications behind them. You need to 
set a priority for all of them also. You should assign each separation criteria a priority with 1 being the 
most important. This influences the order in which wrestlers get separated when building the bracket. 
You can give multiple criteria the same priority if you only want to ensure wrestlers with the SAME 
criteria value get separated. 
 
Levels of Separation can be manually put in for a wrestler if the qualification tournament was not 
done on Trackwrestling. You would go into the wrestler information and choose the level of 
separation from the dropdown box. 
 
Once you set up the Separation Criteria page you need to add a qualification for each level. 
You would add them by clicking [Event Qualifications] along the right-hand side of each criteria. Once 
on that page you click [Add Qualification] You can do multiple events for each Qualification. 
 
If you only have one level of separation criteria you would need to add a separation criteria 
of None and set Priority level all to one and then you would click [Apply Event Qualifications] 
and then build the brackets drawing all seeds. See Separation Criteria Sample One in the 
Supporting Materials. 
 
Wrestlers that need to be separated with multiple levels of criteria are a little different. You need to set 
the Priority level in the order of priority. You then click [Apply Event Qualifications]. You then go to the 
Seeding page off the Bracketing Page. You would pick your Groups you want to separate and then 
click here in the line that says “Click here to seed wrestlers based on your separation criteria values.” 
This randomly picks all of the highest priority level wrestlers as the highest seeds then it goes to the 
next level and randomly puts them in the next set of seeds and so on. You then would build your 
brackets using saved seeds. See Separation Criteria Sample Two in the Supporting Materials. 
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Building Brackets 
After everything is double checked and Separation and Seeding is done, if needed, then you are 
ready to build brackets. 
Assign a bracket type to all weight classes 
Click 'BRACKETING' > 'Assign Brackets to Weight Classes.' Check the boxes next to each of your 
groups you want to create brackets for. Click the [ASSIGN BRACKETS] button 
You can also go to Groups/Divisions and then the Weight Classes and assign them individually 
 
To build all of your brackets at once: 
Click 'BRACKETING' => 'Build/Delete Brackets' 
Check the boxes next to each of your groups you want to create brackets for. 
Use the drop-down box to select if you would like to do a random draw or if you would like to use the 
seeds you have previously entered into the system. 
Click the [BUILD BRACKETS] button. 
You can also go to Groups/Divisions and then the Weight Classes and build each weight class 
individually. 
 
To verify all Brackets have been Built: Left Menu > Groups/Divisions > Select a group to get the 
weight classes > Mat # will still be yellow, Seeds Saved should be Yes and Bracket Built should be 
Yes 
 
Note: Confirm brothers are separated on the bracket 
 
 
Building Brackets with the Grouping Wizard 
Some tournaments or groups you do will not have weight classes in ahead of time so to group them 
up into brackets you would use the Grouping Wizard. To get to it you need to go the Bracketing on 
the top menu and select Madison/Block Bracketing. Once you go on the page using the dropdown 
boxes you need to select the group you want to bracket and then what size of bracket is your main 
bracket is going to be and then what is your Weight Difference Tolerance going to be which 10% is 
the accepted norm. 
 
Trackwrestling does its best to separate the wrestlers by weight, team and separation criteria if you 
have it in there. You can also manually change them if you see something you do not like by using 
the Move Up a Bracket and Down a Bracket Controls, if you do make changes make sure you create 
the bracket before you leave the page because it will not save any changes you manually made. 
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Numbering Matches 
After building brackets you need to number the matches using the number schemes you set up 
ahead of time. 
 
Click NUMBER SCHEMES in the SETUP, BRACKETING or OPERATING menu. 
Place a check next to all the number schemes you would like to apply. 
Click on the [Apply Selected Schemes] button. 
  
The first time you number the brackets please choose “Leave frozen status as it is right now”. If you 
have to re-number please choose “Freeze existing bout numbers” if you want to re-number just a 
chart that you made changes to and keep everything else the same. 
Remember you might have duplicate bout numbers. Choose “Unfreeze existing Bout numbers” if you 
want to re-number everything in that Number Scheme 

 
 
NOTE: You can verify your number schemes were applied properly by clicking 'Bout 
Schedule' at the top of the page and verifying the bout numbers appear to be correct. If you applied 
multiple number schemes, be sure to use the filter on the left of the page to select the specific 
scheme you want to look at.  
 
Note: If running on a Server you must start your sync. Go to Operating > Admin Dashboard to start 
the sync. 
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Assigning Matches to Mats 
 
If Assigning Matches to a Specific Mat All Day 
 
To assign weight classes to different mats for the whole session please click Assign Mats on the Mats 
Page. You can assign the weights to the all the mats spread evenly or you can you use the filter on 
the left-hand side to put certain groups on certain mats. After you are done assigning them you would 
need to click Save All or you can save each one individually. 
 

 
 
If Assigning by First Available Mat  
 
Click 'Assignment Schemes' at the top of the Mats page. Click [Add Scheme] to add the mat 
assignment schemes you will be using for your tournament. Fill in the name of the scheme what 
group is affiliated with it and what rounds go with it. For examples of mat assignments schemes 
please look in the supporting materials. 
NOTE: You can think of mat assignment schemes as stacks of bout sheets, and you specify which 
bouts go in each stack. For example, let's assume we have a tournament with two divisions Men and 
Women and the tournaments is run in two sessions, session 1 and session 2. In session 1 we want to 
get through the quarterfinals and then finish the rest of the bouts in session 2. 
We would have 4 stacks of bout sheets (mat assignment schemes),and they would be as follows: 
1. Men - Session 1: Select the Men's group and select all the rounds through the quarterfinals. 
2. Men - Session 2: Select the Men's group and select all the rounds after the quarterfinals. 
3. Women - Session 1: Select the Women's group and select all the rounds through the quarterfinals. 
4. Women - Session 2: Select the Women's group and select all the rounds after the quarterfinals 
 
An example of a Mat Assignment Scheme  
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Loading Mats with Matches if Doing First Available Mat 
1. Click MATS in the LEFT, SETUP or OPERATING menu. 
2. Choose from drop down box what assignment scheme you want on each mat 
3. Choose the number of matches you want assigned to mat on the settings page near the bottom 
“Mat Assignment Depth”. Usually it is set to 3 to start a tournament and changed to 2 near the end so 
matches do not get caught behind others 
4. Click on the [Load Mats] button. 
5. Be sure to go to Bout Detail to confirm the matches have been assigned 
 
NOTE: This will assign the first set of bouts to the mats using the assignment schemes selected. 
As the tournament goes you might want to change what bouts are being assigned to a mat 
just use the drop-down box to change what gets assigned to that mat. If you want to stop assigning 
matches to a mat altogether, just blank out the drop-down box. 
 
Note: When changing a mat to a different scheme remember on mat side scoring that the 
lowest bout number is going to the top of the list so if the bout numbers of the new assignment are 
lower you need to tell the table to finish the higher original bout numbers first before doing the new 
ones. 

 
 
Bout Schedule 
Bout Schedule is a list of all your matches for each group in order of your rounds page. You 
can use the filter on the left side to sort out the matches for each mat or group. 
Green highlighted matches are completed. 
White highlighted matches are ready to wrestle. 
Yellow highlighted matches are waiting for matches to be completed. 
The bout schedule does not refresh automatically so you need to click go every so often to update. 
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Printing Brackets 
Click Left Menu => Print Documents => Brackets 
Select all the brackets you would like to print. 
Click the [Print] button. 
NOTE 1: 32 man and below brackets are generally printed in landscape. 64 man and bigger are 
printed in portrait. When you have both and are trying to print a group of them please use the Bracket 
Types drop down and the [Select All] and [Un-select All] Buttons. 
NOTE 2: Always use Print Preview before printing anything in order to ensure you know what 
will come out when you send it to the printer. 
NOTE 3: Make sure you wait for a document to fully load before you choose to print it. You should 
see a 'Done' message in the lower left corner of your screen or scroll to the bottom and ensure 
document is not still loading before printing. 
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Bout Detail 
Bout detail is the most important page on Trackwrestling while the tournament is running. It is a list of 
all the individual bouts. They are listed in numeric order with smallest bout number on top 
 
Bout Detail is how you keep track what bouts are on what mat. You can also manually put a bout on a 
mat by using the drop-down box or change the mat a bout is on 
 
Just as the Bout Schedule the Bout Detail Page does not automatically update and you need to 
refresh the page by clicking [Go] 
 
You can use the filter to sort out the different group’s matches or mats if you assigned matches to 
certain mats for the day. 
 
If you look at the lower left part of the page you can change the setting to show go times so you can 
keep track of them so matches do not get wrestled to fast. 
 
You can show full names if that is needed 
 
For the most part, you want to show incomplete matches but you can change that also to 
show all matches. 
 
You can manually put or change bout numbers on a chart by scrolling down and finding the match 
that you want to change and click on the blue bout number and type in the new number in the popup 
box. If the bout number is blank the match will be all the way down on the bottom 
 
You can change the order the bouts get wrestled by changing the number on the far right. If you look 
on the figure below Bout 4012 is after Bout 4020 because I changed the number to 4020.1 
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Corrections 
 
Adding a wrestler to a bracket that has already been built 
1. Click on GROUPS/DIVISIONS from one of the top menus. 
2. Click on the group you want to add this wrestler to. 
3. Determine which weight class you want to add this wrestler to and remember it. 
4. Click on Participants in one of the top menus. 
5. Click [Add Participant] button 
6. Add the wrestler to the weight class you decided to add this wrestler to. 
7. You will be prompted with questions which you should answer and then click [Finish] 
8. If you are using number schemes for this event.Click on NUMBER SCHEMES from the 
OPERATING menu and select the Number Scheme that were affected by the change. Click  
[Apply Selected Schemes] 
9. Reprint the brackets and bouts along with anything else affected by this addition 
10. This wrestler will now be part of that chart. 
Note: When renumbering you need to decide if you want to renumber all the matches for the 
scheme or just the changed bracket. If you do just the changed bracket you most likely will have 
duplicate bout numbers but that does not hurt anything. 
 
Change a wrestler’s weight class after the brackets have been built 
1. Click on GROUP/DIVISIONS in one of the top menus. 
2. Click on the group the wrestler should be part of. 
3. Determine which weight class you want to place this wrestler in and remember it. 
4. Click on PARTICIPANTS in the LEFT menu Click [Search] and find the wrestler you would like to 
move. 
5. Click on his/her name. 
6. Take note of the weight class this wrestler is currently part of. 
7. Change the wrestlers Group, Weight Class, and Actual Weight as necessary. 
8. Click on the [Save Participant] button. 
9. You will be prompted with questions regarding the weight class you are taking the wrestler out of, 
as well as the weight class you are moving them into. 
10. Answer those questions and click [Finish]. 
11. You need to re-number the bracket just as on the previous page. 
 
Correcting a Bout Entry Error 
The most common way would be to open the bracket and do it from there. Below you will find 
instructions on how to edit a bout form the bracket. 
1. Open the bracket of the weight class with the error from the Groups/Division Tab 
2. Click on the bout where the error was entered. 
3. Correct the error on the bout sheet that pops up. 
4. Verify on the bracket that everyone is in the correct position now that you have corrected 
the error. 
5. Reprint the bracket and bout sheets as necessary. 
 
Entering a Medical Red Card 
After wrestling starts and you receive a medical red card you would have to go to the wrestlers next 
match and enter a result, usually a medical forfeit in for the wrestler. If their opponent is not known yet 
you would need to mark down after what bout number you can enter it. If it is their first loss then you 
would need to wait until his next match is ready to enter a medical forfeit in for them. 
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Mat Chat 
To open a window so you can get messages to and from the mats you need to go to Online 
Chat off the Left Menu or Operating Pages 
Then click ”Open a chat line with your mat side table workers.” 
Once on the page you can send messages by picking a mat and then type the message and click 
[Send] 
You can also receive messages. The screen will turn Yellow when they come in. You then 
take of it and then click [Acknowledge] when completed to turn the page white again. This 
makes it easier to see when messages come in. 
 
Attaching or Correcting a TW Profile for a Wrestler 
1. Click on Set Up -> Social Media -> Wrestlers 
2. Click on TW Profile and then the down arrow to see which wrestlers are not 
linked to profile. 
3. Click on the chain link in the TW Profile column and then click next to get to 
the list of possible matches. 
4. Find the correct match up and click link to link it up. 
5. If a wrestler is attached to an incorrect profile click the search button. 
6. Click on the chain link next to their name in the TW Profile column and follow 
the same process as above to attach the correct profile to the wrestler. 
7. You only need the wrestler name and state to find potential matches. 

Pairing Report 
To use the Pairing Report you would need to set Use Pairing Report to Yes on the Setting Page for it 
to show up in the Left Menu. Once you click on it you will come to the page and Click [Add Entry] and 
fill out the pop box as in the figure below and click [Add} 

 

After you click add you will what is in the figure below but with a bout count and bout per hour count 
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